# PESTICIDE STORAGE INSPECTION

## I. STORAGE REQUIREMENTS FOR ALL PESTICIDES

1. **Pesticide Containers:**
   - a. Free from leaks? [02 NCAC 09L.1902(b)]: \[\square Yes \square No \square C.A.\]
   - b. Stored to permit inspection? [02 NCAC 09L.1902(b)]: \[\square Yes \square No \square C.A.\]
   - c. Properly labeled? [02 NCAC 09L.1902(c)]: \[\square Yes \square No \square C.A.\]
   - d. In proper containers? [02 NCAC 09L.1902(d)]: \[\square Yes \square No \square C.A.\]

2. **Location of Stored Pesticides:**
   - a. Stored to prevent contamination of foods, feeds, and beverages, etc.? [02 NCAC 09L.1902(e)]: \[\square Yes \square No \square C.A.\]
   - b. Stored in accordance with label requirements (2,4-D Gran, etc)? [02 NCAC 09L.1902(f)]: \[\square Yes \square No \square C.A.\]
   - c. Properly labeled? [02 NCAC 09L.1902(c)]: \[\square Yes \square No \square C.A.\]

3. **Storage Area:**
   - a. Pesticides stored to prevent unauthorized access? [02 NCAC 09L.1902(g)]: \[\square Yes \square No \square C.A.\]
   - b. Dry? [02 NCAC 09L.1902(h)]: \[\square Yes \square No \square C.A.\]
   - c. Ventilated? [02 NCAC 09L.1902]: \[\square Yes \square No \square C.A.\]
   - d. Free of combustible materials and debris? [02 NCAC 09L.1902(i)]: \[\square Yes \square No \square C.A.\]
   - e. Free of fire hazard due to other operations (welding, burning, heating, etc.)? [02 NCAC 09L.1902(j)]: \[\square Yes \square No \square C.A.\]

## II. RUP - STORAGE FACILITY REQUIREMENTS

4. **Commercial Storage / Pesticide Applicators:**
   - a. Pesticides stored to prevent unauthorized access; locked when unattended? [02 NCAC 09L.1905(b)]: \[\square Yes \square No \square C.A.\]
   - b. Approriate warning sign posted? [02 NCAC 09L.1905(b)]: \[\square Yes \square No \square C.A.\]
   - c. Suitable absorbent material on hand to handle leaks and spills? [02 NCAC 09L.1905(c)]: \[\square Yes \square No \square C.A.\]
   - d. Safe disposal techniques employed for disposal? [02 NCAC 09L.1902(c)]: \[\square Yes \square No \square C.A.\]

5. **Location of Stored Pesticides:**
   - a. Pesticides stored to prevent contact with water?(e.g. cleanup, storms, leaks) [02 NCAC 09L.1905(d)]: \[\square Yes \square No \square C.A.\]
   - b. Pesticides stored: more than 100 feet from a public water supply? [02 NCAC 09L.1905(e)]: \[\square Yes \square No \square C.A.\]
   - more than 50 feet from a private water supply? [02 NCAC 09L.1905(e)]: \[\square Yes \square No \square C.A.\]
   - Exempt: \[\square Yes \square No \square Date of Exemption \]

6. **Pre-Fire Plan:**
   - a. Approved by appropriate fire department? [02 NCAC 09L.1905(f)]: \[\square Yes \square No \square C.A.\]
   - b. On file? [02 NCAC 09L.1905(f)]: \[\square Yes \square No \square C.A.\]
   - c. Written request for annual inspection by fire department? [02 NCAC 09L.1905(f)]: \[\square Yes \square No \square C.A.\]

7. **Inventory List:**
   - a. Current? [02 NCAC 09L.1905(h)]: \[\square Yes \square No \square C.A.\]
   - b. Maintained at storage facility and a separate location? [02 NCAC 09L.1905(h)]: \[\square Yes \square No \square C.A.\]

---

**Remarks:**

---

**Inspection Status**

- Re-InsP
- F-UN
- C-Act
- No-Dis

**Signature of Owner/Operator/Person in Charge**

---

**Inspector’s Signature**